Dorothy L. Sayers before Dante
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For those of us whose introduction to Dorothy L. Sayers came at school – as a scholar and
translator of Dante – it came as something of a surprise to discover subsequently that this was the
same Sayers of Lord Peter Wimsey fame – the doyenne of popular crime fiction. To then learn
that the fictional Kingsway agency, Pym’s Publicity, featured in her 1933 best-seller Murder
Must Advertise – which name-checks the Mustard Club - was drawn from Sayers’ own
experience as a copywriter, was yet a further delight. In Sayers’ 1949 version of Dante, she wryly
speculated that in a modern Inferno, advertisers would be amongst those found in the Lake of
ordure, the place of the Flatterers.
My purpose here is to discuss particular ads written by Sayers for Guinness and Colmans
and to contextualise her apprenticeship in advertising in terms of a more widespread enrolment of
university graduates into the industry in the 1920s and 1930s. Advertising, I shall suggest, has
continued to play a supporting role in the careers of British novelists and continues to serve as a
training ground and occupational adjunct for British film-makers (not least, women in film).
Despite the trail blazed by Sayers, the position for some women in this area of film-making may
be more difficult now than it was then – though I do not want to pre-empt an already provisional
conclusion regarding their relative discomforts.
The American adman, Frank Presbrey, noted in 1929 the recruitment of graduates as an
aspect of the industry’s current professionalisation. But Presbrey intends by this, I reckon, the
beneficiaries of quasi-vocational university courses rather than the strictly academic background
of Sayers and her contemporaries. Gordon, the failed poet become bookseller in George Orwell’s
1936 Keep the Aspidistra Flying, comments disparagingly on the presence in London’s New
Albion agency of ‘American business-college gutter crawlers’ alongside his own Varsity types.
Wimsey’s Oxford education thus abets rather than inhibits his passing himself off as a copywriter
at Pym’s. Sayer’s own first class degree in medieval literature from Somerville (in 1915, one of
the first to be awarded to a woman) was regarded as sufficient qualification by the agency S.H.
Benson, although her extra-curricular university activities – especially her fondness for Am
Dram, parody and pastiche, equipped her visualisation of the Colman scenarios. Eminently
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clubbable, Sayer’s enthusiasm for pubs and pub culture equipped her well for agency life, even
while, like Orwell’s Gordon, seeking to escape the routine office hours in order to devote her time
to write the books she preferred writing. Unlike Orwell’s Gordon, Sayers had published two
volumes of poetry before graduation. In 1920, she wrote a screenplay, The Matador, which
remained unrealised, and it is another version of Vincent Blasco Ibanez’s Blood and Sand,

starring Rudolph Valentino, which reached the screen. Thereafter, Sayers turned her back
on feature films and resented adaptations of the Wimsey stories (including an offer from MGM
for Murder Must Advertise and from Michael Powell for Nine Tailors).
The Mustard Club was the brainchild of Oswald Greene at Benson’s, based on the idea of
the Pickwick Club from Dickens’ Pickwick Papers. The painter, John Gilroy, was enlisted

alongside Sayers (appointed in 1922 as the agency’s second female ‘ideas man’) to devise
material for this wide-ranging and long-lasting campaign, initially welcomed by Country Life, for
‘mustarding-up’ the nation’s ‘diet of depression’ in the wake of the 1926 General Strike. The
name Colman’s did not appear in the print campaign, due to the degree of monopoly held by the
company in the mustard trade. ‘Advertising’, noted Orwell, dourly, ‘is the dirtiest ramp that
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capitalism has yet produced’. However, the historian of advertising, E. S. Turner, has recorded
that even in 1952 people remembered with affection the characters created by Sayers and her
collaborators. The campaign was so successful that Bensons used it to advertise its own services
(a precedent for the promotion of Guinness advertising of advertisement). Facsimiles and
memorabilia of some of the original mechandising material (Christmas booklets recounting the
adventures of The Three Mustardeers; enamel Mustard Club badges; recipe books; fancy-dress
kits; song-sheets; card games; what we now call ambient advertising) are still in production.

Sayers’ biographer, James Brabazon, acknowledges that it is hard to attribute exactly her
contribution to the campaign, but ‘finds her touch everywhere’. He locates it in a spoof news item (what we
might now call advertorial – a full page print advertisement) of an action for libel brought by a restaurant
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against the Club’s secretary, Miss Di Gester, for writing to the papers stating that it was ‘a second class
restaurant because the mustard was not freshly made’. Counsel for the restaurant rashly based his case on
the assertion that ‘in my client’s restaurant the mustard is made freshly every week’ – and the case was of
course dismissed on the grounds that the remarks of Miss Di Gester were uttered in the public interest since
every good restaurant should know that mustard should be freshly made every day. Such spoofs in print

are thus companion pieces to the 1926 Mustard Club Topical Budget on film, deploying the same
characters – alongside the Club’s secretary (formerly a pupil at Cookery Nook College and a
Cordon Jaune graduate decorated with the Order of the Cruet, 1st Class and ‘author of A Good
Mixer, Pots of Gold, Cupid and Condiment and other stirring tales’), its President, the Baron de
Beef of Porterhouse College, Cambridge (whose name is not to be found in Debrett’s but whose
favourite hobby is given elsewhere as breeding Welsh Rabbits); Lady Hearty of Tournedos Street,
Mayfair and Gammon Hall, Silverside, Lambshire; Lord Bacon of Cookham (with an ‘h’ – whose
favourite sports include Pig Sticking and Haggis Netting); Master Mustard of Eaton (with an ‘a’ –
winner of the schoolboys’ under 16 ‘putting the pot’ challenge cup and known to his friends as
the Mustard Pickle) and the vegetarian, Signor Spaghetti, of Parmesan Place, Stoke Doges.
Sayers’ scholarly background is surely the source for the Club’s cod archaic motto ‘Mustard
Makyth Methuselahs’ and the elaborate Prospectus of the Mustard Club (1926) Ltd (incorporated
under the Health Act, BC 1000 to AD 1926), which announces that ‘the original Mustard Club
was founded by Aesculapius, the god of medicine, in the days of Ham and Shem. One of the
earliest members was Nebuchadnezzar, who found mustard a welcome addition to his diet of
grass’. The Prospectus gives the names of the Club’s auditors as ‘Glossit, Over and Hope, Amen
Corner’ and the solicitors (for the Vendors) as Gammon and Spinach, Farthing Alley, and (for the
Company), Healthy, Wealthy and Wise, The Poultry.
While the Guinness jingles written by Sayers and the accompanying zoo characters
drawn by Gilroy were adapted for early television ads some twenty years later (and have been
reinstated by popular demand more recently), the intertitles of the Mustard Club Topical Budget
and the Order of the Bath (shown in cinemas before the main feature), bear comparison also with
contemporaneous film burlesques. I am thinking here of Brunel’s 1920 The Bookworm and The
Bump and 1924 Crossing the Great Sagrada (produced, we are told in the credits, by D. Spoof
and E. Lastic) and 1925 Battling Bruisers (in which Brunel himself appears in multiple guises)
and What’s Wrong with the Cinema? This last, a short film constructed entirely from caption
cards, purports to have been ‘produced in Three Weeks by Ellof. A. Grin’ for the Stupid Film
Company under the direction of I. Gotyer Steve with the assistance of Johnnie Walker, and stars
Rudolph Vaselino alongside Lillian Dish, Douglas Hairbanks and Harold Cellulloyd. Motor cars
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have been ‘supplied by Woolworths (all we could a-ford)’ and ‘Performing Shrimps kindly lent
by Sam Isaacs’. The captions are suitably augmented with drawings – as in Sayers’ Topical
Budget. As Christine Gledhill has noted, the relationship between punning, witty intertitle and
image in Brunel’s short comedies foregrounds the storytelling process, playing on the audience’s
ability to read these films as parody and, sometimes, pastiche. The literariness of Sayers’ ads
appeals, I argue, to an audience which, like Sayers herself, revels in word play: mustard is
literally laid on with a trowel by the Baron de Beef as he lays a stone slab at the Ministry of the
Interior: ‘The Foundations of Health are of course best laid with Mustard!’ The toast at the Club’s
Annual Dinner is, of course, ‘a warm one’. According to a contemporary of Sayers, the
atmosphere at Benson’s was relaxed and easy-going, with ‘bad puns flowing as freely as
copywriter’s champagne (or veuve cliché as it was otherwise known) as colleagues tested their
wit on one another before unleashing it on the unsuspecting public’.
While Sayers was untroubled by accusations of vulgarity in the Wimsey novels (in other
words, of being low-brow) her advertising copy was of a superior order. It stuck. I would even
align it with a form of self-parody evinced by Evelyn Waugh (in film captions and in novels) and
Aldous Huxley (in novels) of the 1920s. A parodic trend in advertising directed at Bright Young
Things, like Miss Di Gester, is here exemplified by an ad for Jaeger, featured in copywriter
Thomas Steel’s 1931 compilation, Prose of Persuasion. Long before Roland Barthes turned his
attention to the use of adjectives in advertising in The Fashion System, Merchant Smith stressed
an appropriate vocabulary in order to appeal to tubular, Bright Young women amongst whom the
argot supposedly circulated. This is literate advertising designed to appeal to a literate, knowing
audience, complicit in the game of words and allusions. Or to those who imagine themselves
bright, young and tubular. The front page of the Daily Mail on 29th October 1926 advocated
mustard baths after dancing, as mustard will ‘supple your limbs after the exercise. It will steady
your nervous system after the excitement, and by its soothing refreshment it will enable you to
get the most recuperative repose from your night’s sleep’.
For Sayers, work in advertising was provisional, funding her route into other forms of
writing she prefered. A flat in Bloomsbury and a motor cycle were further evidence of her
success. Gordon, in Orwell’s Keep the Aspidistra Flying, comments: ‘Most copywriters, they
say, are novelists manqués; or is it the other way about?’.
In her introduction to Steel’s compendium, the Oxford-raised novelist and society hostess
Naomi Mitchison connivingly comments on copy as a species of fiction:
Reviewers and people like that – I am sometimes one myself, so I know – have the
horrid habit of talking about a decline in fiction. This is so silly of them. They keep
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their eyes firmly turned backwards onto Walter Scott and Dickens and Hardy, and
they neglect the new and admirable branch of fiction which has sprung up and
blossomed like a daisy field round the feet of the great oaks: they do not read
advertisements. For what after all is the main difference between Pamela or Clarissa
Harlowe and one of the charming set pieces which adorn the pages of this book?
Surely the difference is merely one of length. Both works of fiction have a purpose
and it seems just possible (though not much more) that several young women have
been kept in the path of virtue by Pamela or Clarissa, and that several young men have
been induced to buy this or that brand of drink or tobacco through appropriate
advertising.
Of course, this is to put myself into fundamental opposition to Mr Steel …
because, to my astonishment, he says that these lovely, miniature works of art are actually
meant to sell things and succeed in doing so.
Mitchison’s friend, the artist and writer Percy Wyndham-Lewis, was more forthright in his 1928
dismissal of advertising as fiction: ‘Advertisement is the apotheosis of the marvelous and the
unusual; likewise of the scientifically untrue’:
The spirit of advertisement and boost lives and has its feverish being in a world of
hyberbolic suggestion; it is also the trance or dream-world of the hypnotist … what
you can make believe to be true, is true.
Whether Sayers managed to convince the public of the truth of her claims for Guinness
(that it is good for you) and for Colman’s Mustard (that it can aid the digestion even of grass)
remains unproven. However, she demonstrably not only amused and informed her readership but
also contributed to sales of commodities produced by Benson’s clients. Other advertisers
opportunistically latched onto the Mustard Club campaign. What we can equally say for sure is
that she helped to establish these brands in public recognition and affection for a long time to
come. In an article for The Spectator in 1937, reiterating the standard lobbying position outlined
by Presbrey, she concluded that ‘we have the kind of advertising we deserve; since
advertisements only pander to our proclaimed appetites, and with whatsoever measure we mete
our desires they are (most lavishly and attractively) measured to us again’; ‘Those who prefer
their English sloppy have only themselves to thank if the advertisement writer uses his mastery of
vocabulary and syntax to mislead their weak minds. Caveat emptor’. I would argue that Sayers
served her public well.
Moves from copywriting into novels have since extended from the sublime (Salman
Rushdie) to the ridiculous (Peter Mayles), the most familiar and pertinent example for present
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purposes being, perhaps, Fay Weldon – associated with the 1960s slogan, ‘Go to Work on an
Egg’. Joan Littlewood, in a rare venture into film, likewise directed a commercial for eggs in the
1960s. However, women now working in advertising are frequently reported to find it a less
congenial atmosphere than their predecessors. They complain not only of the content of the ads
their agencies produce but also of the laddish machismo promoted amongst ‘creatives’ in
advertising culture in recent decades. The competitiveness of an increasingly fragmented sector
within the film industry – where everyone is expected to tout for themselves rather than to
collaborate – is also a consideration. However, Sayers’ descendants can still be found. Lucy
Blakstad, a former award winning graphics designer for the BBC, has since moved between ads
and documentaries while Linda Haymann served an apprenticeship in advertising before directing
her first feature, Kicks, commissioned as part of Liverpool’s City of Culture celebrations in 2009.
Multiple roles are available to women in film, not least as writers – in screen advertising.
Advertising remains a suitable job for a woman – even if it may not always be approached now
with the degree of relish that Sayers managed to bring to the task.
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